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Plus a special cultural performance.

Bringing you hope, encouragement, and tips to navigating these uncertain
times. Hear from dynamic experts and women leaders from various
backgrounds, who will address your pressing questions live.

October 20, 2021
8:00 PM EDT

Register:
tinyurl.com/GWPN-Arts-Culture

Haven't registered yet? Don't miss your chance to join us for the Global Women’s
Peace Network speaker series, Women’s Leadership in Reconciliation and
Peacemaking, on "Catalysts for Positive Change - Arts and Culture" on

Wednesday, October 20th, 2021 at 8:00 PM EDT.
Here from three amazing women as they address a wealth of experience from their
unique artistic backgrounds and experience inspiring positive change in others through
their work.
Denise Lyles-Cook will share her insights on “Vanishing Authenticity in Entertainment
Today: The Trend,” discussing the cultural trend in today’s entertainment industry, the
value of being authentic, and the importance of living from our authentic selves in the
world of entertainment.
Sarah Baumgarten will share her perspective on “Why Create Music?”, diving into her
experiences as a performer and teacher with the healing power of music and how it
brings people together and builds connections, which is especially important during the
time of the pandemic.
Judi Moreo will share her views on “How Art Can Help Us Overcome Toxic Cultures
and Environments,” addressing the importance of expressing creativity as a process to
provide solutions to the complex challenges we face today, and the powerful way art
motivates and enhances our wellbeing. She will also discuss the skills acquired in the
arts that offer a deeper understanding and useful tool to build a more just and
sustainable culture.
This event will feature two special cultural performances from Sarah Baumgarten,
singing a duet with Jocelyn Taylor, and from Michaela McClaine, a folk-soul
singer/songwriter. We also will be hearing a commentary on The Mother of
Peace memoir from a young woman leader.
We look forward to you joining us!
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